Alumni Council concerned over Lirilopy report's suggestions

BY DANIELLE GOODRICH

The Alumni Council, via its Executive Committee, has decided to submit a letter to the university expressing its concern over the Lirilopy Report, which made a number of suggestions for the university's improvement. The letter, which was dated Wednesday, September 21, 1995, is being sent to the president of the university, the vice president of the university, and the dean of the university.

The letter states that the council is concerned about the report's recommendations, which were presented to the council in a meeting held earlier in the year. The council's concern is based on the fact that the report was not adequately discussed with the council before its publication, and that the council was not given an opportunity to provide comments or feedback.

The council is also concerned about the report's recommendation for the establishment of a new committee to oversee the implementation of the report's recommendations. The council believes that this committee should be composed of representatives from all parts of the university, and that the council should be included as a member of the committee.

The council also expresses concern about the report's recommendation for the creation of a new funding program for student organizations. The council believes that this program should be established in consultation with the council, and that the council should have a role in the development of the program.

The council concludes its letter by expressing its support for the university's efforts to improve itself, and by stating that it will continue to work with the university to ensure that the council's concerns are addressed.

The letter is being sent to the university in order to ensure that the council's concerns are taken into account. The council believes that it is important for the university to consider the council's concerns in its plans for the future.

BY JAY JONES

The Lirilopy Report, which was released by the university earlier this year, has been met with a mixed response. Some members of the council believe that the report is a valuable tool for improving the university, while others believe that it is biased and unfair.
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Students are encouraged to call campus police for weather information. Due to a page editor’s error, the sponsor of a variety event was incorrectly identified in a caption. The caption should have read: “The Office of Diversity & Inclusion.” The Anchor Splash was sponsored by the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity and the Student Activities Office.
SG door to door survey measures student opinions

By Bill Bishop

Last week you might have received a knock on your door from a team of students acting in the name of the Student Government. Student Government representatives went door to door seeking opinions at the beginning of the term.

The survey of 963 students included questions about grade inflation at the university, the honor system and the power of the Student Government. According to data compiled by the SG, 77 percent approved of grade inflation. These results, according to the SG, indicate an increase in the perception of grade inflation. According to SG member William Tang, this increase may be due to the students' awareness of the issue.

Concerning the recent discussion of grade inflation at the university, the SG's survey indicates that the students are indeed aware of the issue. According to the data, 77 percent of the students are aware of the issue of grade inflation. However, the students are not convinced that this issue is being adequately addressed.

The SG survey also included questions about the honor system at the university. The survey results indicate that 70 percent of the students are satisfied with the current honor system. However, 30 percent of the students indicate that they would like to see the current honor system replaced with a written code.

Overall, the SG's survey results indicate that the students are aware of the issues facing the university, but they are not convinced that the university is taking adequate steps to address these issues. The SG's survey results suggest that the students are dissatisfied with the university's response to these issues and that they would like to see the university take more proactive steps to address these issues.
Apollo 13 astronaut shares story

BY ALAN M. SINISE

Apollo astronaut Ken Mattingly signs autographs after the film goes on sale 7 p.m. Friday at Reynolda Hotel. The talk preceding the showing of the movie Apollo 13, which portrayed a mission to the moon gone wrong in April 1970, in which Mattingly took part.

"That brief loss was an eternity," Mattingly said. After no entry, when contact was reestablished and the ground crew head that first voice, Mattingly said everyone cheered in delight.

"In general, the story (as shown in the movie) flowed about the way things actually happened - and the new gravity scenes are as realistic as you've ever seen," Ken Mattingly

...electrical power, Mattingly said. The ground crew prepared a hands-written list of brand new procedures for re-entry. It was during this entry that contact between the ship and the ground was momentarily lost.

"We expected to fail because of the damage in Taylor House," Mattingly said. "I didn't know what was happening, but we knew we needed to get the Apollo 13 back on a trajectory towards the earth and we knew we needed to cut the time it would take to do it," Mattingly said. "Every one of us was working flat out.

Throughout the movie, Mattingly said the zero gravity scenes are as realistic as possible, and they're expanded to be explored.
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The Associated Collegiate Press and College Media Advertisers group named The Old Gold and Black the best student newspaper in the country for its 1994-95 editions.
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H ebert was a high school sophomore. We used to hang out in the janitors' closet at our high school. I think we sat there every day, planning and plotting. Finally, on the last day of the semester, he didn't show up. I think he was just sick of the everyday grind. At night, he'd sit in the janitors' closet and plot his next move. The next day, he was gone. We didn't see him for a year. Then we found out that he had joined the army. I think that was the end of our friendship. I never heard from him again.

Evelyn was a high school senior. We used to hang out in the library after school. We used to read books and talk about what we were reading. She was a really good writer, but I never really liked her. I think she was just too hard to get along with. One day, she disappeared. We never saw her again. We never found out what happened to her.

Problems aboard, so let's get to work

LAURA WILSON
Editorial Columnist

Dear Editor:

I am writing this letter to Ralph W. Wood, president of the university. As a student and a member of the university community, I am concerned about the issues of student life and the university's policies. I would like to bring some of these issues to your attention and ask for your response.

Firstly, I am concerned about the lack of transparency in the budgeting process. Every year, the university seems to have a budget deficit, which is passed on to the students in the form of increased fees. However, I feel that the students are not being adequately informed about the decisions made regarding the budget. I believe that the university should be more open and transparent in its decision-making process.

Secondly, I am concerned about the lack of diversity in the student body. I feel that the university should be doing more to attract students from diverse backgrounds. I believe that the university should be more proactive in its efforts to promote diversity and inclusion.

Lastly, I am concerned about the issue of mental health on campus. I feel that the university should be doing more to support students who are struggling with mental health issues. I believe that the university should be more proactive in its efforts to promote mental health awareness and support.

I hope that you will consider these issues and take action to address them. Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
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The truth about Kids hurts

Everyone was in a state, or pretending to be, in Kids. The movie is a mock documentary. An interview with a student Union leader, who is actually an infiltrator, followed by admission.8 The filmmaker was present in capacity. This led to the violent clash. Fictional. The usual 80s film consists of ugly, mean, and potentially offensive language. What is the problem? The only real problem is that the children are not presented as sympathetic figures. This is a violation of the rights of children. Furthermore, the brutal use of violence against children is contrary to the principles of the movement. The Wall Street Journal's Nov 7, 1995, article, "The Rabin Killing Tells Us," Nov 7, 1995, states, "We are wrong about the extremists, even the violent ones. And that is the best reason to protect the freedom of speech.

Mark Stephen Hayes

But the danger is that in a desperate attempt to avenge the victims of terrorism and to make sure such acts "never happen again," we will go too far in limiting freedoms. That would not only not protect the citizens, it would also freeze the very speeches which liberal democracy is founded on.

As the United States has conducted its own counter-terrorism efforts, the debate has centered on the issue of freedom of speech. Free speech is the cornerstone of a democratic society. It is the very essence of a free society. The only real problem is that the children are not presented as sympathetic figures. This is a violation of the rights of children. Furthermore, the brutal use of violence against children is contrary to the principles of the movement. The Wall Street Journal's Nov 7, 1995, article, "The Rabin Killing Tells Us," Nov 7, 1995, states, "We are wrong about the extremists, even the violent ones. And that is the best reason to protect the freedom of speech.
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Harris Teeter
THE BEST HOLIDAY MEALS START WITH US!

Harris Teeter Ice Cream
199¢
1/2 gal.

Selected Varieties
Del Monte
Pineapple 16.25 oz. 24/9
Harris Teeter Real Chocolate Chips 12 oz. 88¢

Red
Seedless Grapes
$1.39 lb.
Sweet Juicy Tangerines 4/99¢
Red, Gold Eastern Or Rome Apples 3 lb. bag 149¢
Sara Lee Bagels
79¢

Great Weekly Special!
Soft Drink Feature

Classifieds

Sara Lee

SPRING BREAK '96 — SELL TRIPS! EARN CASH & GO FREE!! Student Travel Services is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona and Panama City Beach. Call 1-800-642-4100

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes without leaving your home. SPRING BREAK - SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO FREE!! Student Travel Services is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona and Panama City Beach. Call 1-800-642-4100

L.A. UNHOLY MAN ORDERED TO PAY $10 MILLION

The judge ruled Friday that the Los Angeles police chief must pay a $10 million judgment in a lawsuit brought by the family of a man who was shot dead in a1993 confrontation.

L.A. Police Chief Daryl Gates, who is facing an investigation over the 1991 Los Angeles riots, said he was shocked by the ruling. "It's a real blow to me," he said.

"I don't think I can

Men's Clothing

Men's fashion is in the air. Two of this year's hottest trends are dressed up jackets and T-shirts. If you're into casual wear, check out the T-shirts with colorful prints and contrast collars. For something more formal, go for tailored jackets with intricate detailing. Don't forget the accessories like belts, ties and pocket squares. These can really bring your outfit together. So whether you're dressing for work or a big party, there's something for everyone in men's fashion this season.

Central Ave. 355-2680

Men's Spring Sale

Look Out World! I have Money and I Feel Good!

End of War thought would create incredible prices and profits — how to be counting them! My bold experiments and innovative policies have added to our national income and output. And I never have time for community service projects. It's a life right for all of us.

Now I have the best of both worlds. Everything is so much better. I get some additional money for doing a good job — about $12,150! What a deal. Cash on the spot. Nothing taken out. All mine. And I am helping to solve fiscal problems the same way.

Think of what you could do with $12,150 if you get it. If there were one of us... would you have finished with all the other people who were going to pay 20% in taxes — vacation? some new clothes?

Like I said, it is a good deal for a good fellow. Honest players, buying my stock. It is obvious to me. It takes about a hour and a half each time, and they compensate me for the inconvenience. I strongly suggest you get in for more time, and donate more relief or give it back. I mean it, with all the stockholders. It is an absolute impossibility. And you don't get it after paying. It has been paid to you in your body, the U.S. Fed. & Deep Administration doesn't keep track of her business operations on the money.

I go to Sara-Tee to donate, they are located in Medical Park Office Complex near Harris Mall. It is a great place, bright, expensive, nothing like you would imagine. You sit and talk or read the stock catalog, trying to figure out the stock. The staff is very nice, friendly, and a stranger is a stranger for more than five minutes. Even if you go to see, you will see your neighbors and friends dreary.

The whole procedure is automated, done by a machine, but you could call your banker, too. The machine is very "high tech" with funny little beeps.

Your friends never leave the disposable sugar, and by magic they will be free forever. Their machines from your local drug store with a magic needle. While you are reading this you can eat 20% more cheese at the price of 100% in your mouth, or more some new clothes. Who knows who will meet you there. They have already opened, and people just can't dodge it.

On your first visit, a doctor will give you a complete physical free. The doctor will look for people in the best of health. They promise to test every health-maintainer's favorite:

I can't tell you everything technical about sugar, but I know it's a win in a number of areas. They have people with 54% less blood pressure. They make you eat sugar, reduced from 30% of the population. It is a good deal for a good fellow. Honest players, buying my stock. It is obvious to me. It takes about a hour and a half each time, and they compensate me for the inconvenience. I strongly suggest you get in for more time, and donate more relief or give it back. I mean it, with all the stockholders. It is an absolute impossibility. And you don't get it after paying. It has been paid to you in your body, the U.S. Fed. & Deep Administration doesn't keep track of her business operations on the money.

I go to Sara-Tee to donate, they are located in Medical Park Office Complex near Harris Mall. It is a great place, bright, expensive, nothing like you would imagine. You sit and talk or read the stock catalog, trying to figure out the stock. The staff is very nice, friendly, and a stranger is a stranger for more than five minutes. Even if you go to see, you will see your neighbors and friends dreary.

The whole procedure is automated, done by a machine, but you could call your banker, too. The machine is very "high tech" with funny little beeps.

FREE TRIPS AND CASH! Flushed out how thousands of students are already earning FREE TRIPS and great deals with America’s #1 Spring Break company! Sell just 15 trips and travel free! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mountain, or Florida! Call NOW! TAKE A BREAK

STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK

TWO BRAND NEW Acoustic Response audio/video surround sound speakers. Still in boxes from store. They have never been opened. 12" Poly woofer, 4" frequency controls, instant circuit protector, 125 watt program, digital display, digital display. Off floor. Store price $750 each. Take best offer.

Call 725-6831.

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS! Book your Spring Break trip now! Give us a call (800) 95-BREAK.

SPRING BREAK — NASSAU/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Organize a group & earn a FREE trip plus commissions! (800) 95-BREAK.
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Field hockey exits ACC Tournament in first-round loss to Duke

BY KATHY BURBLO
Sports

The floaty, two-minute rain shower in the first minute of the game as the Deacons took on the Blue Devils in the ACC tourney was a prelude to the rain-soaked field that the Deacons faced. The rain was a turning point in the ACC tourney, as the Deacons had hoped to be able to play some defense on their home turf. However, the wet conditions made it difficult to move the ball forward and forced the Deacons to rely on their midfielders to keep the pressure on.

The Deacons' defensive strategy failed in the second half, as the Blue Devils scored on a series of broken plays and penalties. The Blue Devils dominated the game, as they scored four goals in the second half. The Deacons' only response was a goal by senior向前 Michael Panasci on a penalty kick in the final minute of the game. This goal was a last-ditch effort to try to get back in the game, but it was not enough to change the outcome.

The Deacons' loss to the Blue Devils was a disappointing end to their season, as they had been one of the top teams in the conference all year. The loss also means that the Deacons will not be able to make the NCAA tournament, as they would need to win the ACC tournament to earn an automatic bid.

The Deacons will be left to reflect on their season and prepare for next year, with the hope of getting back to the tournament and making a run to the NCAA tournament.
Zawacki roughs up national competition at Rolex regionals

Marc Karcoski Staff Writer

The final women’s tennis tournament of this fall's season was another one won by Terry Ann Zawacki and another historic tournament for her career.

Zawacki won her bracket and advanced to the finals of the Rolex Region III Qualifying Tournament in Lexington, Ky., by routing the qualifier for the Rolex National Indoor Championships to be held during February in Dallas. Zawacki defeated Grove City's Emily Nix 6-4, 6-2 in the final.

Other Division II women also did well at the Rolex.

The University of Kentucky’s Teni Zawacki defeated Emilia Petri 6-2, 6-1. Zawacki had to come back from a 5-2 deficit in the tie-breaking of Blue River Women's.

Zawacki was also the champion of the Division II Women's Singles.

Junior forward Mary Moore was selected for the 1995 All-ACC field hockey team Nov. 2.

The Virginia Tech field hockey team, which ultimately racked-up a season record of 28-5 and its 10th NCAA Tournament berth, was named the North Carolina winner of the ACC Women’s Spring Sports Fan of the Year.

Mark Babiano

Congratulations to last week’s winner

Sub-par coaching dooms quality gridiron performance

Marc Karcoski Staff Writer

Highlighting the problems facing the Deacons football team at this time of the season is dealing with a coach that is repeatedly attempting to put the same play into his playbook and laughing-stocks’ out of the opposing line-up. If the coach's mind, as his remarks suggest, was actually filled with the playbook and laughing-stocks’ out of the opposing line-up, it evidently was in another stadium watching another game.

If the coach's mind, as his remarks suggest, was actually filled with the playbook and laughing-stocks’ out of the opposing line-up, it evidently was in another stadium watching another game.

Junior Christina Caparis also advanced to the finals. She defeated Georgia's Brenda Mims 3-6, 6-4, 6-1. Caparis won the title round over Vanessa Webb of Duke in the finals, 6-2, 6-4.

Winston-Salem State University's Patricia Hollows lost to the University of Delaware's Bettina Jaffe 6-3, 6-2.

The NCAA Women's Tennis Tournament will be held at Campus Stadium the week of Nov. 13-18.

The semifinals of the event will be held Saturday and the finals will follow Sunday.
Cross country teams prepare for upcoming District Championships

By ADAM BURDICK

The junior class will be the focus for both the men’s and women’s cross country teams this season at Virginia Tech. In 1995 the Deacons finished seventh at the ACC Championship and eighth at the NCAA Championships in the men’s division and seventh in the women’s division.

“If we can get our team to run at this level during the ACC and NCAA Championship meet we’ll be in good shape,” said Coach John Goodridge.

The Deacons may, in fact, need their best two or three runners to advance. The Deacons are coming off a disappointing ACC Championships, where they failed to advance to the NCAA showdown in Tuscaloosa, Ala.

The Georgia Tech team has also experience this summer with their team finishing seventh at the NCAA Championships.

This weekend the men’s and women’s teams will be tested as they meet the Demon Deacons at the ACC Cross Country Championship.

The Deacons face a tough road to nationals, but with good performances, the teams can finish in the top-10.

There are a few new faces on the men’s team this year, including Kristopher May, a freshman from England, and Leonard Goodridge, a transfer student from Furman University.

On the women’s side, there is the return of senior Lisa Stoess, who had a strong season last year.

Goodridge is excited about the possibility of the teams advancing to the NCAA meet.

“Tuscaloosa is the next step. If we can get there, we’ll be close to nationals,” said Goodridge.

—By Tim Akers

The sports department is looking for women’s hoops beat writer.

Those interested should call Pam at Ext. 5250.
You are not a mooch. But when a hole in your pocket renders you changeless, you reluctantly call the folks collect.

You dial 1 800 CALL ATT.

Your pangs of guilt are minimal.

1 800 CALL ATT always costs less than 1 800-COLLECT.
Always works from any phone. And always gets you the reliable ATT Network. Use it whenever you're off campus.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's your True Choice.

* For internet calls. Promotions excluded.
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of AT&T.
The Nebraska-grown, L.A.-based company, titled *Big River*, is appropriately named for the 50th anniversary of the composer's death. Although the musical, based on Mark Twain's novel, has received mixed reviews, it has managed to attract audiences with its lively performances and engaging plot. The show is set in the Midwest, and the music ranges from nostalgic folk songs to funky little love songs. The characters' voices are strong and well-fit to each other, making it a delight to listen to.

The musical includes a wide range of characters, each with their unique style. For example, the character Pap, played by senior Jim Frazier, is a bit thin, but he delivers a strong portion of the performance, giving form to the slaves' voice. At the same time, the falseness of the situation is effectively conveyed, allowing the audience to feel the characters' struggle and pain.

The musical also features a strong cast, including roles such as Miss Junius, played by sophomore Mary Johnson, and Dr. Thomas, played by junior Daniel Johnson. The show's final act is particularly powerful, as it features a moving performance of "Drowning," which is based on the story of a slave uprising against his master. The performance is truly emotional and leaves a lasting impression on the audience.
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Before the Rain:
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THE THORN MAN: A True-Life Story of the Southern Civil Rights Struggle
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By Louisa Waite

Policy Reaction: Alcohol at the University

Fifty-four percent of college students, both locally and nationally, have engaged in "binge drinking," defined as consuming five drinks at one sitting in the last two weeks. This is according to both a national study and the university's findings about its own student body. This finding has led to some major reconstruction work on the alcohol policies. It has also led to confusion and circulation of rumors among students. In any circumstance which affects this many people, open communication is crucial to alleviating tension.

However, communication between students and the administration has perhaps not been as effective as it could have been. The nationwide figure of 44 percent was published after a 1995 survey of students at 40 college campuses. The director of the School Health Project at Harvard University and designer of the survey, Henry Wechsler, defined binge drinking as having five drinks at one sitting. A student classified as a "binge drinker" engaged in this activity once within the two weeks preceding the survey. The survey also found that 10 percent of college students nationally are "frequent binge drinkers," meaning they had five or more episodes of binge drinking while in the last two weeks. In Boston, most students who engaged in binge drinking were already binge drinkers in high school. And 47 percent of the respondents thought binge drinking would be higher if based in college.

The Health Advisory Board at the university found that the percentage of students who engaged in binge drinking has increased since the national survey. The alcohol policy changes, according to both President Thomas H. Haas and Ken Zick, the vice-president for student life and instructional services, were intended to promote responsible alcohol use among students.

"I'm not a prohibitionist. I'm not even for abstinence," Zick said. He said that the policy changes were based on a study that alcohol awareness education, established will initiate a change in student culture. The lack of student input in these policy changes has been a major source of complaint among the student body. Many students felt that the some of the current controversy would have been minimized or at least lessened if their opinions had been considered.

Both Zick and Haas said they assumed that most students would probably have more education as a solution. The administration, they said, saw that as ineffective.

Nevertheless, there will be an opportunity for students to voice their concerns in the future. The administration is planning a conference with student leaders in March to discuss all the recent policy changes on campus. The chance that the outcome of the conference will result in a policy change, however, is low because they do not necessarily raise a real problem," Haas said.

The letter sent home to the parents of students caught drunk on campus is therefore within the power of the administration to alter. The lack of student input in these policy changes has been a major source of complaint among the student body. Many students felt that the some of the current controversy would have been minimized or at least lessened if their opinions had been considered.

Both Zick and Haas said they assumed that most students would probably have more education as a solution. The administration, they said, saw that as ineffective.

Nevertheless, there will be an opportunity for students to voice their concerns in the future. The administration is planning a conference with student leaders in March to discuss all the recent policy changes on campus. The chance that the outcome of the conference will result in a policy change, however, is low because they do not necessarily raise a real problem," Haas said.
DO YOU SUFFER FROM ASTHMA?

If you are a non-smoker 12 years of age or older, you may be eligible to participate in a research study involving an investigational asthma medication. Study participation lasts approximately 15 months.

Benefits include free medication, medical treatment, laboratory testing and financial compensation up to $600.

For more information, please call Piedmont Research Associates at 910-768-8062.

NEED EXTRA MONEY? EARN $17,585 PART TIME!

Sure, you could use the extra money — who couldn't? The Army Reserve can help you earn more than $17,585 during a standard enlistment, part time, plus some great benefits, with opportunities to qualify for even more money to continue your education. You'll also be getting valuable hands-on skill training that will last you a lifetime.

Good extra money. Lots of opportunities. A place to make new friends. Give the Army Reserve your serious consideration.

Think about it. Then think about us.

Then call: 659-1393

COMBINE YOUR FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILLS WITH A GRADUATE BUSINESS DEGREE FOR EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES!

INTERNATIONAL MBA

The University of Memphis

• Semester of internship or study overseas
• Distinguished, experienced faculty
• Language tracks in French, German, Chinese, Spanish, English for international students
• 2 year, full-time program
• Graduate assistantships available

For more information, contact Pat Taylor at 901-678-3499 or e-mail ptaylor@ce.memphis.edu or write to:

International MBA Coordinator
Fogleman College of Business and Economics
The University of Memphis
Memphis, TN 38152

The University of Memphis is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action University.

Ever thought about a career in publishing?

Publishing skills and career opportunities are limited and competitive. Establish your career in book publishing through The Rice University Publishing Program. The Rice University Publishing Program is an intensive, year-long professional program designed to provide participants with the skills necessary for a publishing career. The University of Memphis will issue each participant a publishing portfolio at the end of the program which will serve as a valuable professional tool.

For more information, contact Michael S. May, at 713-284-5270 for more information.

The Rice University Publishing Program
Judy August 5, 1996

MBA Coordinator

A publishing career is exciting and challenging. A love of print, working with others, and the art of presentation are basic ingredients in the profession. A career in publishing is an excellent place to begin your career. The Rice University Publishing Program is an exciting opportunity for those who are serious about a career in publishing. The program is a highly selective, one-year program that provides participants with the skills necessary for a successful career in the publishing industry.

For more information, contact Michael S. May, at 713-284-5270 for more information.
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